Abstract -In order to better identify the fault of rotor system,one new method based on local fuzzy clustering margin fisher discriminant (LFCMFD) was proposed. For each point on manifold, the farthest point in local neighborhood and the nearest point outside local neighborhood usually constituted the local margin. LFCMFD introduced fuzzy cluster analysis algorithm, eliminated the influence of pseudo-margin points, obtained real local margin, compute with-class scatter and between-class scatte, established local magin fisher discriminant function, found optimal fault diagnosis vector,and then identified the fault class of new testing data by this vector. In order to improve the nonlinear analysis ability of LFCMFD, considering kernel mapping idea, training data with supervision information were mapped to kernel space, constructed kernel fisher discriminant function, LFCMFD algorithm based on kernel method (KLFCMFD)was proposed. The experiment showed, KLFCMFD algorithm had best effect in comparison to other manifold learning algorithm to the rotor fault diagnosis,and fully identify fault class when selecting the appropriate parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION The basic problem of fault diagnosis is to find the state of equipment based on the relationship between the fault symptoms and information of equipment operating status, the core is the feature extraction and pattern recognition. Rotor system is the most important part of many large-scale machinery, its fault feature is the abnormal vibration of the rotor. The current study focused primarily on the diagnosis of the non-linear fault. Along with the multi-sensor monitor technology's application, reflected that the device status the information content is getting bigger and bigger, the data dimension is also getting higher and higher, thus causes the efficiency of some failure diagnosis method (for example fuzzy logic, neural network, support vector machines and so on) drops rapidly. In order to solve such so-called "the dimension disaster" question, needs should be carried on the reasonable dimension reduction or the attribute extraction to the data set, and proposes the new solution.
In 2000, Roweis. and Seung simultaneously had published the research papers about the manifold learning in Science [1] [2] , proposed Isometric feature Mapping (ISOMAP) [1] algorithm and Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [2] algorithm, and successfully applied them to recognition in the graph and characters. As a starting point, the researchers had launched a variety of algorithms, such as Laplace feature Mapping (LE) [3] , Local Tangent Space Alignment ( LTSA) [4] and other algorithms [5] [6] . The study of manifold learning faced to fault diagnosis for mechanical equipment had just started [7] [8] , but the problem how to effectively deal with incremental data in manifold learning algorithms hadn't been resolved, that timely monitoring and on-line diagnosis of equipment status hadn't been resolved. In 2006, Masashi Sugiyama had proposed Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis (LFDA) algorithm on the basis of Locality Preserving Projection (LPP) [9] and Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA) algorithms [10] , redefined with-class scatter and between-class scatter by drawing on the supervised learning ideas in LPP, and then built local fisher discriminant function for pattern recognition [11] [12] . LFDA seeks for the optimal projection vectors by solving the non-symmetry characteristic equation for dimension reduction and pattern classification, which can not ensure that all vectors are orthogonal and eventually lead to the reconstruction of the data becomes very difficult. At the same time, LFDA is a kind of linear algorithm, therefore it cannot be better to explore non-linear factors generated from the rotor complex vibration. The research fault diagnosis based on LFDA has already begun [13] [14] [15] .
In this paper, considering the local margin concept and fuzzy clustering method, Local Margin Fisher Discriminant (LMFD) and Local Fuzzy Clustering Margin Fisher Discriminant (LFCMFD) are proposed. By means of kernel mapping, the LMFD and LFCMFD methods based on kernel are proposed, two linear methods would better treat non-linear signal. The experiment of rotor fault diagnosis shows, the KLMFD and KLFCMFD methods have better effect to other manifold learning algorithm such as FDA、LFDA、 LMFD、LFCMFD.
II. THE SEEKING WAY OF LOCAL FUZZY CLUSTERING MARGIN (LFCM)
Local margin is established on the basis of the concept of the border neighborhood. Suppose
x is be d dimension data sample, then the neighborhood matrix 
If the vector Step 1. Select the number of local neighbors, find the local margin point pairs.
Step 2. Calculate The difference between LFCMFD method and LMFD method lies in the diffrent method of finding the local margin in step 1. The method of former is fuzzy C-means clustering, but the latter directly use the with-class farthest point and between-class closest point to obtain the local margin. Then build local margin fisher criterion, find the projection vectors to achieve the fault diagnosis on machinery and equipment.
IV. KERNEL LOCAL MARGIN FISHER DISCRIMINANT (KLMFD) AND KERNEL LOCAL FUZZY CLUSTERING MARGIN FISHER DISCRIMINANT (KLFCMFD)
The LMFD and LFCMFD methods are linear, the effect of fault recognition to non-linear signal generated from the complex vibration of rotor is limited, the introduction of kernel method can solve this question.
First 
The kernel matrix K can be expressed as:
In Eq.7, Step 1. Select the number of local neighbors, find the local margin point pairs.
Step 2. Select kernel function φ ,mapping train sample to kernel space,obtain kernel matrix K by Eq.7.
Step 3. Calculate The difference between KLFCMFD method and KLMFD method lies in the former using fuzzy C-means clustering to find local real margin.
V. EXPERIMENT FOR ROTOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS

A. Experimental equipment
In order to verify diagnosis effect of these algorithms, experiment had been operated on QPZZ-II rotor experimental stand. We had completed test experiment in three fault status including normal system, inner ring crack fault of bearing and loose fault of base.
Measuring point is shown in Fig.1 . L1~L4 are four piezoelectric accelerometers ,which were installed on the rolling bearing base in vertical and horizontal direction, the vibration signal was gotten by using the DEWE-201 data acquisition system, sampling frequency was 5000HZ, each fault signal had be sampled in the nine different condition, such as different speed of 10HZ、 20HZ and 30HZ, different load of no load, large load and small load. Figure 2 shows time domain waveform of three fault status sampled by sensor L1 in the speed of 20HZ and no load.
B. Characteristic fusion of multi-sensor signal data
In the experiment, the rotor vibration characteristic is often different in the horizontal and vertical directions. They are also different for vibration amplitude, frequency and change of frequency on different fault types. At the same time, the distance between measuring point and fault source has also impact on signal strength. In order to better determine fault class. In the experiment we syncretize the signals of four vibration acceleration sensor.
In accordance with the three levels of data abstraction, information fusion method can be divided into data-level fusion, feature-level fusion and decision-level fusion. In this study, using feature-level fusion, we selected 8 time-domain characteristics (variance, skewness, kurtosis, RMS, peak index, wave index, pulse index, margin index) to each sensor, then four sensors had 32 characteristics, constituted 32-dimensional data , and sensor characteristics order followed a, b, c, d. 288 samples had been obtained in experiment,we picked up 48 samples as training samples and other 48 samples as test samples in each fault class data. Fig.3 is experimental result of fault pattern recognition for training data by respectively using five methods, such as LMFD, LFCMFD, KLMFD and KLFCMFD, the sign * is on behalf of normal status, the sign O is on behalf of base loose fault, the sign + is on behalf of bearing inner ring fault. As can be seen, using LMFD and LFCMFD, it is easy to recognize normal and fault state, but not effective to distinguish two kinds of different fault. Using KLMFD and KLFCMFD, it is better to distinguish three different status.Here, kernel parameter σis 0.03, the number of neighbor is 33.
C. Analysis of experimental result
After getting the optimal projection vectors to achieve the best classification results, using the vector, we had completed the experiment of fault diagnosis for 144 training samples and 144 test samples.
For LFMD and LFCMFD, the correct recognition rate is relevant with the number of neighbor, while for KLFMD and KLFCMFD, the correct recognition rate is not only relevant with the number of neighbor, but also relevant with kernel function and kernel parameter. where, function select gauss kernel, parameter is σ. The experimental result is as shown in Fig.4, Fig.5 and Fig.6 . As can be seen from Fig.4 , for the two linear methods, both the training sample and the test samples, the correct recognition rate can not reach 100% whatever the number k of neighbors select . When k is greater than 18, the correct recognition rate may be more than 80% except individual points . Because of the interference of pseudo margin point, it sometimes appears that recognition rate suddenly reduce when using LMFD method, however, LFCMFD method adopts fuzzy clustering method, it can effectively reduce the interference of pseudo margin point and achieve stable fault recognition effect
In Fig.5 , for KLMFD method, we can find that the number of neighbors k is slight influence to the result of fault diagnosis, which is different from linear method. recognition rate of the test sample reduce to 92.36%, correct recognition of some points reduce to 80%. On the whole, no matter the training sample or testing samples, the correct recognition rate appear sudden decrease, this is the result of interference with pseudo margin points.
As can be seen from Fig.6 , the KLFCMFD method is as KLMFD method, the number of neighbors k has little effect to correct recognition rate of the sample, but gaussian kernel parameter σ has very big effect. Along with the increase of σ , the correct recognition rate of test sample will be reduced constantly, and change rule is consistent with KLMFD, but the range of change greatly reduce. Now, we compare the change scope of the correct recognition in two kernel methods when kernel parameter changes, the number of neighbors k =12 ~ 40.
Form Tab.1, we can see that the change scope of the correct recognition rate obtained by KLFCMFD method is less than the rate obtained by KLMFD. It shows that fuzzy clustering margin search method has a very good effect in reduce false margin point interference, and improve the average level of fault identification accuracy. For the training sample, using LFCMFD and KLFCMFD , the highest diagnostic accuracy rate achieve 95.83% and 100% respectively. For the testing sample, both the highest diagnostic accuracy rate also can achieve 91.67 and 100% respectively. From the perspective of each method's computational complexity, LFDA algorithm has more than the four local margin fault diagnosis methods proposed in this paper. Especially, when fault class and the quantity diagnostic data increase, the require of timely and stability of algorithm increase, KLFCMFD algorithm will have greater advantages in diagnosis effect and efficiency. Fig.5 The change of the correct recognition rate with k and σ in KLMFD method VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have studied the concepts of the margin and local margin, given the local margin definition by choosing the farthest similar data points and the recent heterogeneous data points of each point as the local margin, proposed local margin fisher discriminant fualt diagnosis method. In order to eliminate the interference of the pseudo margin points which appeared in determining local margin by using k adjacent method, seeking method based on fuzzy cluster analysis was found, proposed local fuzzy clustering margin fisher discriminant fualt diagnosis method. In the two methods, after finding local margin and local fuzzy clustering magin, compute with-class scatter and between-class scatte, constructe fisher discriminant function, find optimal fault diagnosis vector, and then identify the fault type of new testing data by this vector.
In order to better identify the fault of rotor system, considering kernel mapping, we proposed fault 
